
Corrections for “Strips and Pieces Quilt” 
Designed by Char Hopeman 

 

This quilt may appear complicated but it is only made with four-patches and ZIG-ZAGs! 
It's all about the color placement. The finished block in this quilt is 27”! 

  

QUILT SIZES 
Lap – 45”sq. (Twin/Full 72”x 99”, Queen - 108” sq.) 

 

 
 

MATERIALS 
ZIG-ZAG™ Ruler 

⅛(¼,¼) yd. Each of 8(12,14)Assorted Med./Dark print fabrics 
1¾(4,5¼) yd. Light Background fabric 

1(3¼,4¼) yd. Medium Print fabric(green)(this could be assorted greens) 
⅛(½,¾) yd. Contrast fabric #1(red)(this could be assorted reds) 

⅛(½,¾) yd. Contrast fabric #2(navy) 
½(¾,1) yd. Binding fabric 
3(6,10) yd. Backing fabric 

Batting 
1 



CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS 
Assorted Med./Dark fabrics - 
Cut 24(72,84) 1½”w strips 
 

Light Background fabric - 
Cut 5(7,10) 5”(5”,9”) w strips(9”w inner border on queen only) 
 Cut 1 of these strips into 0(4 ,4)– 5” squares 
Cut 10(35,44) 2¾”w strips 
 Cut 2(9,12) of these strips into 20(120,172) 2¾” squares 
Cut 3(6,10) 1⅝”w strips(four-patches) 
 

Medium Print fabric (green) - 
Cut 1(1,1) 5”w strip 
 Cut this into 4 – 5” squares 
Cut 2(10,15) 1⅝”w strips(four-patches) 
Cut 10(34,4) 2¾”w strips 
 Cut 2(8,11) into 20(120,180) 2¾” squares 
 

Contrast fabric #1(red) - 
Cut 3(11,15) 1⅝”w strips(four-patches) 
 

Contrast fabric #2(navy) - 
Cut 2(8,14) 1⅝”w strips(four-patches) 
 

Binding fabric - 
Cut 5(9,11) 
 

 
PIECING INSTRUCTIONS 
To make the strip-sets for the ZIG's and ZAG's you will have to Seminole piece the center strips. 
Begin by making 4(12,14)strip-sets of 6 strips each from the 24(72,84) 1½”w assorted print strips. 

 
 
 

 
Cut each of these strip-sets into 16 – 2½”w sections. Sew these sections into long strips of 7 sections each. 
This should be about 44” long. These are the center strips for your ZIG-ZAG strip-sets. 
 

Using the 2½”w pieced center strips, the 2¾”w green strips and the 2¾”w light background strips make 
8(26,32) of the following strip-sets. 

 
 
 

 
From these strip-sets cut 24(88,116) ZIG's and 24(88,116) ZAG's. You should get 6 - 7 from each set. 
 
Sew a ZIG and a ZAG together. Press the seam open. 
 
Make 8(48,72) of these. 
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Four-patches 
There are 5 different color combinations for the four-patches.       
To make the navy and green four-patches sew 1(4,6) 1⅝”w navy strips and 1(4,6) 1⅝”w green strips together. 
Press the seams toward the navy strips. Cut these into 24(144,216) 1⅝” sections. 
Sew 16(96,144) of the sections into 8(48,72) four-patches. 
Press the seams all in the same direction. 
 

                  #1        8(48,72) Green + Navy 

 
 

In the same manner make the following four-patches: 
 
#2                  #3                 #4                             #5 

 
       0(12,16)                             16(96,144)                                    8(48,72)         8(16,32)       
Navy and Light BG                     Green, Red + Light BG            Navy, Green + Light BG             Red + Light BG 
Use 0(1,2)strip-sets                    Use 1(4,6)of ea. strip-sets     Use 1(2,3) of ea. strip-sets        Use 1(2,3)strip-sets 
 
 

 
  Using 8(48,72) of the 2¾” green squares and the 8(48,72)#1 navy and green four-patches  
  make 8(24,36)double four-patch blocks.  
 
 
  Using 0(12,16)of the 2¾” light background squares and the 0(12,16) #2 navy and light   
  background four-patches make 0(12,16) double four-patch blocks. 
 
   
  Using 8(48,72)of the 2¾” green squares and 8(48,72)of the 2¾” light background         
  squares along  with  16(96,144) of the 16(96,144) #3 red, green and the light background four- 
  patches make 8(48,72) double four-patches.  
 
  Using 4(24,36)of the 2¾” green squares and 4(24,36)of the 2¾” light background   
  squares along with 8(48,72)of the 8(48,72) #4 navy, green and light background four-patches  
  make 4(24,36) double four-patches.  
 
  Using 8(16,32)of the 2¾” light background squares and 16(32,72)of the 8(16,32) #5 red and  
  light background four-patches make 4(8,16) red with the light background four-patches. 
   
 
 
BLOCK ASSEMBLY 
There are three different blocks for this quilt.  The centers of the blocks are all the same. Piece them first. 
The Full size uses blocks #1 and #2. 
The Lap and queen size require the third block for the center of the quilt. 
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